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December S. 1993

Signs of the season:
GVSU's emergency
closing procedures
Winter has arrived and severe weather is likely to follow. The
Grand Valley State University emergency policy is as follows.
Grand Valley State University will close all or part of its
operations only in case of extreme emergency caused by impassible
roads, violent weather, energy loss, or other conditions seriously
endangering the health and safety of students, faculty and staff.
Normally the Eberhard Center will close only when the Allendale
campus is closed.
Announcement of closing will be made over the following
area stations. For a more detailed update on campus conditions and
area roads, tune to the Grand Valley State radio stations, WGVUFM 88.5 and WGVU-AM1480. Every effort will be made to make
the decision to close so that the announcement can be made over
the stations as early as possible, but no later than 7 a.m. for daytime
classes, and 3 p.m. for evening classes.
Students, faculty and staff should assume the university is
open unless they hear otherwise on the radio or television. They
are asked not to call the GVSU switchboard to ask about closings.
RADIO
Grand Rapids
WOOD-AM 1300
WMUS-FM 106.9
WOOD-FM 105.7
WBCT-FM 93.7
WCUZ-AM 1230
WFUR-FM 102.9
WCUZ-FM 101.3
WCSG-FM 91.3
WGRD-FM 97.9
WLAV-FM 96.9
WODJ-FM 1073
WGVU-AM 1480
WGVU-FM 88.5
WKLQ-FM 943
WCXQ-FM 105.3
Grand Haven
WGHN-AM 1370
WGHN-FM 92.1
by Julie Radecki
Holland
Staff Writer
WKEZ-FM 96.1
WHTC-AM 1450
Muskegon
Poor ticket sales for the recent Grand Valley State University
WQWQ-AM 1570
WKBZ-FM 953
INXS concert could definitely be linked to the rock group itself,
WLCS-FM 983
according to Student Senate Vice President for Allocations Scott
TELEVISION
Goldberg.
WWMT—Channel 3
WOOD—Channel 8
Sound Spectrum Concert Productions, who brought INXS to
WZZM—Channel 13
WGVU—Channel 35
GVSU is now obliged to use $26,478.95 in Student SenateWXMI—Channel 17
WGVK—Channel 52 allocated funds because 1330 Fieldhouse seats remained empty
the night of the conceit, even after scaling back the Fieldhouse by
When classes are canceled, all staff are expected to report for
1,086 seats.
work unless the closing announcement indicated that only “essential
“I think it was the band choice for this year,” said Goldberg.
staff* need report The foliowing personnel are considered essential “INXS has had problems gathering crowds, even at The Palace (of
and ire expected to report
Auburn Hills).**
Department of Public Safety
Sound Spectrum had hoped to need little or no student lifePlant Services
allocated money, as ticket prices for INXS were priced $5 more
Food Service
than the Bryan Adams concert, which still required over $17,000
Housing
in allocations. The cost of signing INXS was $40,000 while
Information Technology
WGVU-AM/FM/TV
Eberhard Center Building Management
Fieldhouse Management
Library Services
by Juke Radecki
Unless Grand V alley State is officially closed, faculty members
Staff Writer
are expected to hold their classes as usual. Individual faculty
December 15 marks the two hundred and second anniversary
members who wish to cancel a class or other event should do so
Pleas* see CLOSING, p . 2 of the ratification of the nation’s Bill of Rights, which, under the
Constitution’s First Amendment, includes the free exercise of
religion, freedom of speech and freedom of the press.
December commencement will be held Saturday, Dec. 11,
Why then, people ask, have citizens' rights to free speech and
at 10:30 a.m. in the Fieldhouse arena. Approximately 300
free press been restricted to the extent of banning words and
students are expected to commence, and approximately 3,000
photographs from being published or displayed in public?
guests are expected.
Freedom, as defined in the dictionary, is the exemption from
This year's speaker is Diane Paton, a teacher in the East
external control; the power to determine action without restraint.
Grand Rapids Public Schools. She was the first student
In December of 1968, The Lanthom was temporarily shut
admitted to Grand Valley.
down and its editor arrested for printing a story containing words
December commencement will be held in the same format
that an Ottawa County circuitjudge along with the Michigan Court
as April commencement. Crowds are expected to be somewhat
o f Appeals considered “obscene." The story described a male’s
less than the April ceremony. This will allow students the
sexual fantasy about a woman he knew.
option of receiving more than the four tickets that are allowed
The editor at the time of arrest, James P. Wasserman, was
for the April ceremony.
thrown in jail and fined $100. Although Wasserman was allowed
The university commencement policy stipulates that those
students who graduate or have 120 or more credits by the end
of winter term are eligible to participate in the April
commencement.
Studenta who graduate in spring, summer and fall, or have
120 or more credits at the end of the fall term, are eligible to
participate in the December commencement
Any questions about the university commencement policy
should be directed to the Dean of Students, Bart Merkle.

Catherine Wheel only cost $1300.
Goldberg said the poor turnout at INXS' past concerts was not
realized until after the concert was already booked.
Goldberg does not attribute poor ticket sales to the operation
of the concert production company.
“It wasn't bad budgeting on the part of Sound Spectrum,”
Goldberg said. “You're taking a chance whether you’re a
professional or an amateur.’’
Bob Stoll, director of Student Life at Grand Valley, said the
late release of INXS’s new album may have also had an impact on
slower ticket sales.
“Their new album came out in early November and this tour
may have been premature,” Stoll said.
Stoll does not role out bringing other big-name concerts to
GVSU, but feels that after the outcome of the INXS concert, future
concerts will have to be considered carefully.
“It’s discouraging," Stoll said. “The bottom line is, ‘What's
the value in bringing a major conceit to campus?’ The student
government is really going to have to wresde with it.”

Freedom o f speech, hut watch what you say

— December Commencement ->

to return to his position as editor. The Lanthom s image was badly
scarred.
Gil Davis, a former English professor at GVSU, was teaching
when Wasserman, his student at the time, was pulled out of his
class by the Ottawa County Sheriffs Department.
“It was a total violation of constitutional rights under the First
Amendment,” Davis said.
Davis, who was then a chairman of the American Civil
Liberties Union, said that The Lanihom 's charge was the only
instance in Michigan's history where a newspaper has been
convicted of obscenity.
“It was the last gasp they were breathing of arbitrary censorship,”
Davis said. ‘They even came and taped up The Lanthom 's entrance
with yellow police tape.”
Davis said that he feels there is more freedom of speech and
freedom of the press today than ever before, and he hopes that
when Dec. 15 rolls around, people will remember to appreciate the
freedom our founding fathers gave us when they created The Bill
of Rights.

s
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tudent Senate New*
by Gayle Setv^gto
Staff Writer

Professor Ron Poitru o f the Foreign Studies Program, addressed the
Student Senate Thursday, Dec. 2 to discuss an upcoming class trip to England
which will be worth six credits. Students who participate w ill attend classes
and field trips while in England to study the country's culture. The Foreign
Studies Program has taken students to other countries such as Poland, France
and Mexicri, and are often language-based.
Vice President o f Community Affaire Peter Tadkos informed the Senate
that due to student safety concerns, campus police w ill increase patrols after
dark in parking lot J where lack o f sufficient lighting has been a problem.
Nelson Aquino v u voted new vice-presidento f student affairs, replacing
Peter Tadros who is resigning from the office.
The Senate approved a vote to grant radio station WCKS’ request for
rollover holding o f $11,198 plus $2,239 for a FM modulator.
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Offer expires 12131193, Musi be used by Jan. 15,1994

fn m p .l
——
members who wish to cancel a class or
other event should do so only with
permission from their dean. In such
cases, faculty members areresponsible
for notifying students for each class
they teach. The media w ill announce
on ly com plete closin gs, not
cancellation o f individual classes or
events._____________ ________

Trial date set for
GVSU student,
another pending
fey BebM Haase
Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University
students Sean McBride and Tony
Sebastianwaveredtheirpreliminary
hearings at Grand Haven Circuit
Court, Nov. 29.
Both McBrideandSebastian are
charged far criminal sexual conduct
in the third degree.
Wavering their hearings, both
McBride and Sebastian pleaded not
guilty. A pretrial date was set for
Jan. 31 for Sebastian, with his trial
dateonFrii. 15.
A ccording to circu it court,
pretrial and trial date for McBride
w ill be set sometime this week.

1 ,<■

New hours open Monday through Friday, 7:30am-5:30 pm

1973 So. Division (Comer of Burton)
Donors are compensated for

legal picture ID and social

their time, $15.00 your first

security card if address on ID is

donation and $17.00 for

not current. Please bring

your second donation in the

evidence of current residence.

same week.

W e Help Recycle Life!
A

by Gayle Sctvaggla
Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University
hosted Michigan's first interactive
financial aid teleconference on Nov.
15 for high school seniors planning to
enroll for the fall 1994 semester. The
program, which was broadcast live
from the GVSU Ebeihaid Center, was
aired simultaneously in Indian River,
Traverse City, Waterford, Lansing,
Benton Harbor, and Taylor.
Ken Fridsma, GVSU director o f
Financial Aid explained the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid,
specific financial aid programs, loans,
scholarships, andgrants. Fridsma also
answered questions from participants
during the broadcast
Joining Fridsma w ere Anne
Barnard, supervisor for Outreach
Services for the Michigan Department
o f Education, who presented

by JaNeRadedtl
Staff Writer
Computer science students and
other interested computerconnoisseurs
can take a more worldly approach to
learning now that theNational Science
Foundation has awarded an upgrade to
the Grand Valley State University
Internet Connection.
The “T -l Upgrade to NSFNet
through Merit/Michnet” award will
fond a major part o f the upgrade for
Internet.
Internet connects computers in
Manitou Hall, Mackinac Hall, and the
Eberhard Center Seidman Computer
labs, as well as computers from the
WaterResources Institute. This allows
faculty, students, and staffto exchange
electronic m ail, participate in
discussions, and even get weather
reports from all over the world.
‘Thereareanumberofinfonnation

The Board o f Control o f Grand
Valley State University meets Friday,
Dec. 17 at 10a.m. in the second floor
conference room at the Eberhard
Center. Topics addressed at the open
meeting will include the Fieldhouse
expansion plans, and the approval of
funding for the M eadows G olf
Course.
The Recreational F acilities
Planning Committee will present its
schematic plans to the Board for
approval o f the new Fieldhouse
addition.
A resolution from the Board to
approve a permanent financing plan
for the Meadows Golf Course will
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information on state-funded financial
aid programs, and Kim Desgranges,
Old Kent Bank student loan officer,
who d iscussed procedures on
borrowing funds.
“So many parentsofstudents make
mistakes in filling out the form that by
coming to this conference we were
actually able to “walk" through the
form, explain some o f the pitfalls, and
some o f the items that are very errorprone," Fridsma said. “A lot of these
students have already applied for
admission to various colleges.”
“For the first attempt at doing
something like this we felt it was a
very positive experience. Participants
have com m ented that it was
inform ative and they were very
appreciative o f the opportunities to
hear thelatestinfbnnationon,applying
for financial aid.”
Fridsma added that the pilot
program is expected to continue
annually.

G V S U awarded Internet upgrade

by Gayle Seivaggio
Staff Writer

Sera-Tec Biologicals

^ <ttf& ^

financial aid teleconference

databases out there that w ill be able to
be accessed as part of the Internet
system,” said B ill Fisher, technical
support manager for administrative
computing at GVSU. “With this, you
w ill be able to gain access to libraries
and other computer resources at other
universities and locations around the
world."
According to Fisher, the upgrade
w ill also allow for the transfer of larger
computer files, where the size of a
transfer had previously been limited.
Students who w ill get the most use
out o f the upgrade will be computer
science majors and minors and those
already versed in the Internet system,
Fisher said.
“The primary purpose is for
research and learning,” said Fisher.
The upgrade has been in place
since September, and the university
plans to continue implementing the
system in research and in computer
classes.

Board of Control meets in December

Please phone 241*6335 for more information
about life saving plasma donations

New Plasma Donors will need

GVSU hosts first college

also be requested. The loan would
be repaid out o f revenues for the golf
course which opens in May of 1994.
“We’ve been working with Old
Kent Bank to get a different finance
option for a better interest rate,” said
Terry Sackofthe Campus Operations
and Planning Department
Sack added he is optimistic that
the golf course w ill generate a great
deal o f business.
“We’ve created a lot of interest
in the Grand Rapids area and we
have about 7,000 people on our
mailing lis t” he said. “The demand
to play golf is there.”
Other topics discussed at the
meeting will be the revised 1993-94
general fund budget and financing
for the Science Complex.
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by Wend; Galbraith
Staff Writer
For approximately 15 years the
computer science program has been a
division of the math department.
Through a unanimous vote by the
computer science faculty and support
from the math faculty, the computer
science program became its own
department at the beginning o f the fall
‘93 semester.
Before the separation, the
department was too big to function
effectively, according to Carl Erickson,
mistantprofersorof computer science.
“The math and computer sciences
division was bigger than the Seidman
School of Business,” Erickson said.
The department received its first
National Sciences Foundation grant of
$38,000 plus a matched amount to
total $76,000. The grant will be used
to create a lab for senior level courses.
No additional funds were given to the
computer science program upon
separation.
"This split means many fantastic
things for the com puter science
program, as well as for the math
program,” Erickson said.
Student enrollm ent in both
programs is expected to increase
because of the focus it will bring to
each department. The faculty is also
working on graduate studies for
computer science. The biggest
advantage of the new department is
having a chairperson whose primary
interest lies only in the computer
science department, Erickson said.

2 hours

The Week Ahead
Thursday, Dec. 9
4:30 p.m. Student Senate meeting,
Kirkhof Center, Ports ide
Friday, Dec. 17
10ajn. Boardof Control meeting,
Eberhard Center, 2nd floor
conference room

Continuing vour Studies
in Counseling,
i’svchologv,

Social Work
and Related Studies?
O u r extensive database contains
information on over 1,000schools, and
4,000 concentration areas. We
eliminate the hours of researching
graduate programs, and the timeconsuming effort of contacting
graduate schools for more information.
We can provide the following from
our four different databases:
■ Catalogs from m ore than
4,000 g raduate concentration
program s.
|

Literature and application
m aterials for m ore than 300
credentialling program s.

■

Inform ation on consulting
networks and expert referral
services.

For more inform ation, w rite or call us

today!
CAREER N ETW O RK

VISA

W ith Visa® you’re accepted at more than 10 million places
around the world, nearly three times m ore than American Express.
Just in case you ever come up a litde sh o rt

Visa. It’s Everywhere >bu W an t To Be?

A S S O C IA T E S
2210 Ml Carmel Avenue, Suite 110
Qenride, Pennsylvania 19038
(215)572-7870 (215)572-1541
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Free speech? not all it's cracked up to be
How do you feel you will or won’t benefit
from Clinton's proposed health plan?

Dawn Healy
Sophomore
Art
“I think it depends on who is paying for i t . If it’s
going to be universal, everyone shouldpay fo rit”

Chris Bettis
Freshman
Computer science
“I think that theplan will be more of a benefit His
intentions are good in general. 1 say go for i t ”

Kim Kleinhans
Junior
English
“I have really good health insurance right now and
I don’t get sick a lot so I guess it really wouldn’t
matter to me. Iam concerned that everyone else,
for example, would have to pay for the people that
smoke and get cancer.”

Penny Baney
Sophomore
Psychology
‘I think universal health care coverage for everyone
would be good, but if there are going to be too
many restrictions, that wouldn’t be good.”

Rich Dolejs
Junior
Philosophy
“”I don’t think people will benefit. I don't like
to see more government control. There should
be health programs for people who can’t afford
it, but it will be another excuse for people who
have money to tell us what we can or can't do.”

When I was asked to write an
opinion editorial inpraiseoftheBill of
Rights (which will be 202years old on
December IS), a warm glow o f
anticipation swept over me. I would, I
thought, write words in praise of free
speech, a valuable national treasure, as
demonstrated in each and every issue
of the Lanihorn. In my decades of
humble service to this institution, I
have witnessed many efforts to weaken,
compromise and destroy free speech
and press on campus and elsewhere.
Fortunately, every assault against our
most basic freedoms has been resisted
successfully by the Wise Legions of
the L anthom Leaders and Staff.
Throughout many years of struggle,
the Lanthorn has remained as the
steadfast guardian of free speech and a
free press.
But as 1 tried to write in praise of
free speed) in America today, a form
of writer’s block set in. Any attempt to
write in behalf of free expression
bumped up against die expressions of
free speech Ihadrecently encountered.
Free, I was quickly learning, was just
anotherofthose four letter words which
some folks now, including me, would
happily abolish or compromise.
The day I wrote this, I soon
discovered, was not the day to be
writing any praise of any speech, least
of all free speech. For one thing, the
winter schedule of classes was out and
the surge was on. Several advising
sessions, where years of experience
and accumulated wisdom combined to
bring forth well-polished andbrilliantly

articulated academic alternatives were
received with shrugs and a series of
'whatevers.' When, I wondered, did
’whatever’ gain entry into the language
as an all-purpose response to heart-felt
care and concern over the entire future
of each precious advisee? In any case,
I wasn’t about to grant ’whatever’ as a
form of free speech requiring or
deserving constitutional protection.
My tolerance for 'whatever' was
compromised further when it was
folio wed by the exit greeting to have a
good something-or-other.
A bit later, following lunch, a
cashier advised me “to have a good
one.” 'A good one what?' I wondered.
Besides, what if I don’t want a good
one of whatever it is (Glad that word is
still following me).
William Baum
Later, a gits station attendant told
me to “have a nice night.” I found this
Political Science
to be terribly sarcastic in view of the
evening in store: ten term papers due
to be returned the next morning, ten unwanted demands should be fined as
term papers I had not yet even looked followed: $5 fine for an unwanted
a t Once again free speech, the form “nice day”; a $10 fine should be
of a gratuitous and unwelcome wish, assessed for “a good one" because
was definitely not welcome as free such an ambiguous assignment requires
speech which should be defended by hard work to figure o u t “Have a nice
myself, the Lanthom staff, or by any night” should be fined $15 because
American court. As a matter of fact unwanted “nice nights” are awfully
nothing should be free about “free long this time of year. So much for free
speech” which demands th at the speech in America today.
recipient have “a nice day,” “a good
If the reader concludes that
one,” or even “a nice nig h t” I’m still December is nonetheless the time to
waiting for someone to tell me to “have honor free speech, let the reader also
a nice day i/th at is what you really ponder this: it is, after all, also the
want” That’s free speech I might season o f Scrooge an d other
consider defending. In the meantime, curmudgeons.
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E d ito ria l

"Who cares" often the response to environmental problems
Another fall semester comes to a
close signaling that the holidays are
here (with encouragem ent from
retailers). With Thanksgiving behind
us, the turkey, stuffing, and pumpkin
pie are but a memory. Eventually, we
will only remember how much we ate,
and that it seemed like the leftovers
would never be used up.
This year, keep Thanks giving alive
a bit longer. When you arrive at your
holiday destination, do something
different. In your best “collegeeducated voice,” ask the question,
“does anyone know how many gallons
of water it took to produce the
Thanksgiving meal?” I predict that
some responses will be “I don’t know”
and “who cares”(see, you don’t have
to be a rocket scientist to do this). If
anyone (even a six year old brother)
shows the least bit of interest, quickly
respond with . . . 42,000 gallons. No
kidding!!! Now you have their
attention, and they begin to think you
have really learned something during
the pastsemester. Quickly follow with,
“the bird requires 16,300 gallons
alone.” This does not include raising
and processing the turkey as well as

cooking. The pumpkin pie required
another 1,200 gallons.
That inital response of “who cares”
betrays too many people's feelings
about our lifestyle and the the cost to
our environment and our future. As we
approach the season o f plastic Santas
and Christmas tree lights, take a
moment and consider the following:
on the average, every U.S. citizen
utilizes 500 gallons of water a day.
This includes both direct personal use
and water utilized by industry for
production o f goods and services.
Producing that plastic Santa required
water. Our disregard for protecting
and preserving our fresh water has
become an issue for ultra-radical
groups like The National Geographic
Society. In a recent report, the Society
pointed out thatour fresh water supply
“has been so squandered and polluted
that its abundance and purity are in
jeopardy."
A recent debate in the state
legislature brings to the forefront the
public’s
attitude
regarding
environmental issues. Pressured by the
Environmental Protection Agency, the
state is being required to adopt testing

Mark Luttenton
Biology
of vehicle emissions. The purpose is to
reduce air pollutants to improve air
quality. Our legislators have declared
that we are not responsible for the
mess, and they point long fingers at
areas such as Chicago. Their arguments
sound as if we are being treated unfairly.
Please see W ATER, p. 5

A uthor o f racism letter
herself prejudiced
James O’Neal
Junior
Public Administration

Racism charges far-fetched, illogical

Being a college student, health insurance isn't
easily afforded, so it would benefit me short-term.
But there is certainly a need for some type of
health reform.”

Coverage of student One-Acts not adequate
I am writing this in regards to your
coverage of the student One-Act plays
that were performed Nov. 11-20 at
CFA. In short, there was none! Why
not? You covered a lot of fine areas
like concerts, movies, etc„ but there
was absolutely nothing mentioned in
any issue of the Lanthom short of the
Nov. 10th issue, which stated that the
plays were going to be performed.
What about reviews? Pictures?
Comments? A lot of people put in
many hours of hard work on those

plays, which, incidentally, not only
entertained a good many people but
also brought in quite a bit of money at
$3-$5 per whack.
Ordinarily, I have no complaints
about your segment of the paper, but 1
believe that your lack of inclusion of
the student One-Acts was very lopsided
reporting.
D J. Mitchell

In response to Stephanie Mack's
letter of December 1: Get off iL You
have made some seriously flawed
charges that do more harm than good
to the cause of race relations. First of
all, I reread the articles you refer to as
being examples of discrimination: they
say absolutely nothing about the race
of their subjects. I don't see how you
can reach the conclusion the Lanthorn
editors made a deliberate decision to
discriminate when the issue of race
was not even mentioned.
Now, the fact that Fred Prices is a
“celebrity,” as he is (or was) a football
player, might, mean that everyone is
supposed to know who he is and
therefore that he is black. That is very
twisted, flimsy logic on which to base
an indictment of much of the university
population. Even if it were true, it
would account for the reason that his

story was placed on the frontpage (it is
a given that the scandals of “popular"
figures receive more attention than the
exploits of the unknown, without
regard to race).
Even though the Lanthorn placed
the article regarding the other two
suspects on the inside page, no rational
person could reach the conclusion of
discrimination. Their races simply
were not mentioned; I guess I have to
take your word that they were white
(How did you reach that conclusion?
Is it just some stereotype of yours?
Maybe the white male population
should start complaining about this
conspiracy against them!!).
Reporting the fact that Fred Price
was arrested, especially w ithout
mention of his race, in no way
incriminates blacks or depicts them as
Please see RACISM , p . 5

Racially biased? I don't think so! I
am writing this in response to the article
printed in the December 1st issue. The
article presented an issue that should
definitely be addresed: racial prejudice.
The author wrote about “true equality”
at GVSU stating that an AfricanAmerican student was used as a front
page story because of his ethnic
background.
I would love to address what “true
equality” really is. I can sometimes
imagine a world where there is no
prejudice, no stereotypes, where there
is higher education. When I imagine
this world it involves all races treated
equally and not seen as different from
one another. The key here is that they
are not seen as different. If someone
sees a certain race as different, that
person is prejudiced. The author of
this article is prejudiced as she points
out the difference in race between the
different offenders. Sheobviously sees
blacks and whites as different.
This leads to several subjects. The
Please see EQ UALITY, p. 5
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that the prereurewu* only on Michigan,
and we are innocent of contributing to
the problem. In the meantime, Illinois
is getting off free and dear. In fact,
Illinois faced the ultimatum, and
unfortunately, the state legislature
recently voted down mandatory testing.
As for our role in contributing to
the problem. Over 13 million pounds
of toxic materials were released into
the atmosphere within the Grand River
Watershed. Kent County accounts for
a major percentage of this material.
One needs only to drive into Grand
Rapids on a busy day to experience
decreased air quality.
The lack o f concern for
environmental quality does reach
beyondour local region. Air emissions
from other areas are transported to our
region aixi are deposited foully. Herein

lies a most subtle intruder into our
lives. Currentestimates suggest that as
much as 80% of the contaminants
presently being deposited in the Great
Lakes Region is from atmospheric
deposition. Andyet we lack the concern
to take issue as do the people at the
source of the problem. . . those points
west of the Great Lakes.
The severity and widespread nature
of the problem is evident from a favorite
literary source, the 1993 Michigan
Fishing Guide. TfceHealth Department
has issued a special advisory regarding
consumptionof fish forall inland lakes.
Because o f mercury contamination,
“nursing mothers, pregnant women,
women who intend to have children,
and children under the age o f 13 should
not eat more than one meal per month
of the fish species listed.” This warning

EQ UALITY,
fro m p. 4 --------------------------------first that comes to mind is Affirmative
Action. How can something work when
it goes against what its 'ultimate goal'
is? Affirmative Action was presented
to ensure equality. What a joke! If the
goal is to eventually have everyone see
each other as the same, how can it
make a definite separation between
the races? If blacks and whites aren’t
different then why does Affirmative
Action say they are?
I would like to also discuss why
special rights are given to one group.
Why is everything “given” to a group?
Why w ould som eone get more
financial aid than me because of his or
her ethnic background? Why would I
be denied a job because I'm not a
member of a minority group? Why is
there a Negro College Fund and not a
Caucasian College Fund? Yes, I have
heard the story of the race between the
person who trained for years and the
person who was chained up until the
start of the race. I agree this isn’t a fair
race, but what in life is? Is it fair to
make me run twice as far because of
this? I was always told two wrongs
don’t make a right. I was always told
that anything worth having must be

RACISM,

fromp. 4 ---------------------------

fnm p.4 — :- ----------------------

worked for, earned, not given to you.
I would like to make one final
point Quit complaining about equal
rights because I am the minority here
and I am in the only group that can
legally be prejudiced against and I’m
not crying for things for me.
Wesley VanderWilk

Corrections:
In the Nov. 17 Issue's Air Band
'93 photo page, a caption
incorrectly identified Mike Hall
as Nelson Aquino.
In the Dec. 1 'W eek Ahead" in
the Entertainment section, the
ticket prices for the Nutcracker
perform ance were incorrect.
Upper balcony seat prices are
$7.50; Regular seat prices are
$15.00 for students and $21.00
for adults.
The Lanthorn would like to
apologize for any inconvenience
caused by these errors.

falls short by not staling clearly that
exposure to toxic substances does the
g reatest dam age during fetal
development. Because o f our present
lack of concern, do we threaten the
health and capacity of our future
generations? With a bit of effort, and a
limit to the political rhetoric, it might
be possible to reduce the level of
contaminants, and relieve the need for
concern.
I can hear people now, saying,
“have a joyous and uncontaminated
holiday” while they exchange gifts
wrapped in unbleacbed recycledpsper.
I can think o f no better Christmas gift;
than a nation resolved to eliminate
environmental toxins where possible,
and the mercury warmngremoved from
the 1994Michigan Fishing Guide. But
then again, who cares?

an unfounded, knee-jerk reaction.

“uncontrollable criminals.” Criminals
come in all shapes, sizes, and colors;
no healing purpose will be served by
counting articles and examining
newspaper layouts. Based on what
you have written, I have trouble seeing
the overwhelming racist conspiracy
that supposedly exists on this CMnpus.
Next time, if you have a problem with
something, enlighten me with some
reasonable examples, and don’t indict
the campus community on the basis of

Richard Damstra
P.S. O f course, I will probably be
labeled as racist now for failing to
agree with your ranting, and the
Lanthorn will be guilty of further
discrimination if they choose to print
my letter. Iguesspointingoutthefacts
means I need to join them in some of
the sensitivity training you suggest

Be sure to check out the Lanthorn's special
January 12 edition! We'll have writing, art,
and more! Don't miss it!

The opinions expressed in The
Lanthorn are not necessarily those
of The Lanthorn staff or of Grand
Valley State University.

Congratulations to

The Lanthorn welcomes letters from
readers on subjects of interest to the
campus community. Letters to the
Editor must not exceed 500 words,
and should be typed, double spaced,
signed, and include the telephone
number of the writer. Names may be
withheld only under special
circumstances. The Lanthorn
reserves the right to edit letters for
style, length, or content All letters
become property of The Lanthorn.

Delta Sigma Pi

Letters to the Editor may be
dropped off in The Lanthorn office
located on the lower floor of the
Kirkhof Center, or should be sent to:
Grand Valley State University, The
Lanthorn "Letters to the Editor",
One Campus Drive, Allendale, MI
49401. The Lanthom's phone
number is 895-2460; Fax 895-2465.
The Lanthorn is
published weekly, and is
funded in part by Grand
Valley State University's
Student Life Fee.

The Lanthorn

Pam Arnsman
Lambda Xi C hapter

Collegian of the Year
1993-1994

Tutoring for the
Law School Admission Test
(Feb. 13,1994)

$220 - Classes limited to eight
Call (616) 785-9777
by January 15,1994
Vincent Schumaker, Attorney

Buya Macintosh now and you can
oiggnize p u r time, straighten out your
finances or go completely ballistic.

Macintosh LC5205/80,
internal AppleCDn 500i CD-ROM Drive,
Apple Keyboard II and mouse

Macintosh LC 475 4/80,
Apple Color Plus 14' Display,
Apple Keyboard II and mouse

Only 11,739.

Only 11,253.

Apple PowerBook I45B 4/80.

Only $1,262.

Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
select Macintosh’ or PowerBook’computer, you’ll also receive seven your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
software programs. It!s all included in one low price. And the software an Apple’computer? It does more. It costs less. It!s that simple. .
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596’ It was designed to
S
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

The Computer Store
207 Manitou Hall • 895-2130
Open 8am - 4:30pm, Mon-Fri
01993 AppU Computer, b e A

Maantosb and PwerBoai art rrgutend trademarks ajApple Computer. Inc AppitCDe a trademark ojApple Computer Inc
d Suggested Rrtal Prices (S tf) o f the products m The Campus Softsm t Setfor Macmtosb ai of October I. 199)

Cafe Nuit adds to
Fbolobjr
Roy
Km
If* a place to itudy, engage in
deep corwenatnn, perform talent, and
drink coffee; it's Cafe Nuit, the new
coffee house at Grand Valley State
University.
CafeNuitis held in the lower level
of the Kirkhof Center from 7 to 10 on
Sunday evenings.
The idea of having a coffee house
on campus wss created by Holly Cofer
and Jennifer Lake. They wanted to
provide students with a place to get
together and socialize. "It gives
students the opportunity to relax and
just be with themselves,” said Cofer.
They also had recognized that all
students don't have access to other
coffee houses in the area.
Cafe Nuit features a different
coffee each week that coordinates with
the International calendar. On Dec. the hours on Sunday evenings are a top
12, Cafe Nuit will celebrate Our Lady priority for the organizers of Cafe Nuit.
o f G uadalupe’s Day, a Spanish Plans for purchasing a cappuccino
observance.
machine and coffee mugs are also in
In addition to featuring a theme the works.
coffee. Cafe Nuit also serves assorted
Grand Rapids poet Che Blue will
tew and hot chocolate.
be reading some o f his works at Cafe
Adding mare days and extending NuitonDec. 12 at 9 pjn. Che Blue hw

John Rick and
Julie Fisher
contemplate
the meaning o f
life in Ike
mellow •
atmosphere of
Cafe Nuit.
CafeNuitis
located in the
lower level of
the Kirkhof
Center. It is
open on
Sundaysfrom
7pen. to 10
osn.
been published in B ig Fish.
Students are the primary focus of
Cafe Nuit; it is a place where students
can use their talents. Ifyou sing, make
movies, read/write poetry, tell jokes,
e tc , you can entertain coffee house
goers. Displaying the talents of
students is a goal that the group hopes

Improving study habits without changing your identity
by Joel PurUs*
Guest Writer
1. Eat right.
2. Get lots of sleep.
3. Never skip class.
4. Study at least two hours out of
class for every hour that you are in
class.
5. Pack your eyelids with chili
powder.
6. Consume a 10 lb. bag o f raw
hamburger.
If the activities listed above all
share an equal likelihood of being a
part o f your daily routine, then Ihave
some suggestions for you. The
following tips are not part of a twelvestep program designed to transform
you into a grade-earning robot. They
are merely a means of gaining some
insight into your current study habits,
and they could perhaps be useful in
creating some new ones. Anyone who
wishes to make a serious attempt at
getting some good grades could use
them, even those academic Rip Van
Winkles who are startled awake by
exams after sleeping through the entire
semester. Keep in mind that although
they are not based on empirical
research, the suggestions offered have
been particularly effective for me.
Make Lists
Sometime during the day,
especially on busy days, make a list of
what you have to accomplish to get
caught up and to stay that way. This is
not the same as a “weekly planner,”
although it could be used in addition to
one. It includes more detail, and should
be numbered according to the order in
which the tasks are to be completed. In
order for this list to be truly functional,
you should not go to sleep until every
task on the list is completwL Granted,
thismakesforsomelong days, but you
will find that it is much easier to be
productive if you can readily
conceptualize what you have done,
and exactly what you have left to do.
When studying notes and handouts
foranexam,makealistoftenninology
and key phrases. Use the list rather
than the notes themselves to learn the
material. Quizzing yourself from such
a list insures that you do not merely
read and re-read the material as an
altm ative to learning it, as is apt to be
the case when you study from notes.
Also, ithelps you to better comprehend
the material by breaking it down into
fragm ents that are easier to
conceptualize.

DoYourBestto Determine What

Joel Purkiss
Honors Student
You Will Be Tested On
This might seem obvious, but it is
im portant to remember, because
nothing is more frustrating than
dutifully preparing for a test only to
find out you have very efficiently and
effectively studied the wrong material.
One possible way of avoiding such a
misfortune is to look at tests you have
already taken in the class and
comparing them to the notes and hand
outs that they encompass. Talking to
students who have taken the class in
the past or who have had the teacher
before is a method that may not leave
you feeling entirely guiltless, but it can
be, as many of you probably know,
particularly insightful. Finally, asking
the teacher point blank about the
content oftestsisalwaysan option, but
proceed with caution. That particular
method can bring on the dreaded “I
don't teach from a test” speech.
K now th e B enefits and
Drawbacks of Group Studying
Do not plan, organize, and attend
group studies with the intention of
learning the material. Learn the
material yourself and use the group to
help fill in the gaps or as a means of
conducting review. Groups can be
very constructive or entirely non
productive, depending on the
preparedness o f the individual
m em bers and on the level of
com mitm ent each person has to
actually studying.
C re a te
a
G ood
S tu d y
Environment
If you live in a place that is rarely
quiet, you must find a way to minimize

such distractions. It is often useless to
ask people to make less noise, but keep
in mind thatthereareother alternatives.
Mack’s Ear Plugs, or any other brand
ofthepliable wax type, are surprisingly
effective. Also, a Walkman turned to
FM static can drown out a great deal of
clamor without becoming adistraction
itself.
Determine what effect turning the
«i television or radio on has on your
5 studies. I find that listening to my
favorite tapes makes studying easier,
but noticeably less effective. Like
laughing gas at the dentists's office,
music or television can distract us from
the experience, and in turn from its
accompanying discomfort. This is
great for a root canal, but we do not
want to be pleasantly distracted from
what we are trying to learn.
Dress comfortably, but don’t get
too cozy. If you settle in for an allnighter by putting on some sweats and
draping a blanket over your shoulders,
you’ll get nice and warm, and this will
putyou to sleep. I have found that one
of the best ways to fight off sleep
during late-night studying is to put on
a light t-shirt and open the window.
You will be cold, but definitely more
alert.

will-increase next semester.
Cafe Nuit also gives student
organizations an opportunity to raise
money through a bake sale, jewelry
sale, or an activity promoting the theme
week.
Approximately 85 to 100 students
visit the coffee house throughout the

course o f the evening.
Sean Ketmy, doctoral intern at the
Counseling Center, said that visiting
C afe N u it gives students the
opportunity to discuss things in depth
instead o f just who won the football
game. Philosophical and religious
discussions are a sure sign of a good
coffee house, according to Kenny.
M usic by WCKS adds to the
atmosphere of Cafe N uit “ You can’t
hear this music anywhere else,” said
Laura Fanslow.
Students enjoy the music, coffee,
and company of others that Cafe Nuit
offers. “Grand Valley State University
has been hurting for a place for students;
its atmosphere-it has none. It's good
that they have a place with a good
atm osphere fog- students to get
together," said Fanslow.
Cafe Nuit is funded through the
student life fee. Amy DeSmidt has
visited the cafe two or three times, but
d o esn 't attend many other events
funded by that fee. “I feel like I’m
actually getting something for my
student life fee,” said DeSmidt.
Cafe Nuit w ill'be open special
hours during exam week for students
to study, hang out, or just drink coffee.
Exam week hours are: Sunday from 7
to 10 p.m. and Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday from 9
p.m. to 2 a.m.

Tips for Winter Driving.
With the w inter m onths
approaching,“55 ALIVE/MATURE
DRIVING,” a classroom refresher
course of the American Association
o f Retired Persons, o ffers the
following suggestions for driving in
pom weather:
• If driving in snow or ice
conditions, reduce speed and increase
following distance between cars.
•Keep all windows and lights
free of ice, snow, and d irt
•Be especially careful driving
on bridges and overpasses. These
areas often freeze first and retain ice
longer.
•An icy or snow packed road is
more slippery at 32 degrees than at
lower temperatures.
•In fog, turn on low beams for
greater visibility.

•Chain reactions are common in
fog. Pull off in a safe area and wait
for conditions to improve. Do not
creep along at five or ten miles per
hour.
•M ake sure wiper blades are in
good shape. It’s a good habit to
replace blades every year.
The AARP courses, which help
older drivers sharpen their skills and
avoid crashes, is offered to motorists
age 50 and older throughout the
country. The eight-hour courses are
offered in two half-day sessions.
The cost is $8 which includes a
workbook. For information about
classes in the Grand Rapids area call.
456-8357. Several major auto carriers
in M ichigan offer discounts to
graduates of the program.

Taking the m ystery out of resum es
by Ginger Lange
Guest Writer
The need for a resume may surface
at various stages o f your career
d ev e lo p m en t-ap p ly in g for an
academic program, an internship, or
for permanent employment following
graduation.
Students oftert seem mystified by
the idea of resume writing. Questions
concerning the “most effective” format
are regularly asked in the Career
Services Office. The mystery quickly
subsides by understanding that there is
not one correct way to write a resume.

S et Im m e d ia te G oals an d
Accomplish Them
Get something to eat. Eat i t Get
something to drink. Drink it. Then
forget about eating and drinking long
enough to study. It is very, very easy
to concoct and pursue a thousand things
that seem important enough to delay
studying for just a little bit longer. Be
aware that this is ju st a way to
1) Information read first will be
rationalize the avoidance of an
undesirable task. Commit yourself to em phasized. T herefore, how
information is placed on the page will
accomplishment. Don’t waste time
G inger Lange
resu lt in being highlighted or
and energy by finding creatively
A
sst.
D
irecto
r o f C areer Services
minimized. For example, employment
justifiabledistractions. Determine how
dates
should
not
be
placed
down
the
long it will take to do the assignment,
Information that is irrelevant should
left-hand margin if your jobs have be deleted. New graduates with little
write the paper, or study for the test,
and DON’T GET UP until that amount been of short duration.
related experience may choose to sho w
of time has passed.
related course work. Do not include
2) Eye appeal is very important. inform ation which reflects areas
Some times distractions can be used
Use the best quality word processor or protected by anti-discrimination laws
to your advantage. If, while you are
desktop publishing available. If you (i.e. age, marital status, race, religion,
studying, you find that you are dying
of thirst, or, better yet, that you have to cannot do this yourself, consider going etc.)
to a print shop. Good quality paper is
go to the bathroom, quickly set a“miniessential. Paper should be
goal” within your assignment. Ten
5) Major headings may vary. Use
conservative.
more pages of reading, two more
headings that highlight important
statistics problems, or one more page
aspects o f your candidacy. For
3) Keep it succinct A longstanding example, someone who has traveled
of final paper might be torture under
“rule” has been a one-page lim it extensively and wants to focus a job
these circumstances, butsuch incentive
However, in today's competitive search on com panies that are
can be invaluable at 2 in the morning.
This might sound masochistic, but it market, a second page is acceptable if internationally active may want to show
quality information would be lost a “foreign travel” section.
works.
without it.
Good luck on your finals, and leave
the chili powder and raw hamburger in
Career Services are eager to rev le w
the kitchen.
4) Present information that is resumes and provide feedback. Call
supportive to selling your candidacy.
895-3311 to arrange an appointment.

...

welcome at
repaying theloan. None o fitis through
student money whatsoever.”
“I think the students don't realize
“Students don’t feel that they u e that we are available to them. I think(
welcome out here, and that’* just not that they feel that The Meadows is
the case,” said Matt Wilton, restaurant expensive or exclusive,” said Mitteer.
manager at The Meadows Restaurant,
What The Meadows has to offer,
the dining facility at the new golf according to Mitteer, is great food at
course.
good prices. However, students who
The golf course and restaurant are are used to the McDonald’s or Hot-Nboth ow ned and funded by the Now m otif w ill probably not be.
U niversity Club, an organization attracted to The Meadows.
consisting primarily o f Grand Valley
The restaurant is directly across
State University faculty and staff.
from the pro shop. It is divided into
According to Kate Mitteer, a junior IhreepartsttheUniversityClubRoom,
at Grand Valley and public relations which is for University Gub Blue Card
consultant for The Meadows, many members only (except after tegular
students have misconceptions about dinner hours when it is rented out for
the restaurant which stem from various functions), the main dining
misunderstandings about the g o lf area, and the bar area, which is
course. “I think the students think that separated from the main dining area by
the golf course is coming out o f their a long, five-or-six foot high divider.
money,” said Mitteer. “They always
The whole restaurant is rich in
question it. But there are a lot of appearance and color, with cathedral
benefits to (the restaurant).”
ceilings and hardwood trimmings
The funds to build and operate the throughout; yet, the atmosphere is not
golf course and restaurant “came from stuffy. The main dining and bar areas
the U niversity C lub,” explained are well lit by windows overlooking a
Mitteer. T h ey paid for it through a deck and the golf course beyond
The newly expanded menu has a
loan. AD o f the revenues go toward
by D a K iS tr
Stiff Writer

(D ec. 6 to Dec. 1 7 -------~)

(D ec. S to Dec. IS —— )
The G iving T ree, Kirkhof
Center.
The Giving Tree is designed to
help out less fortunate families in
Grand Rapids. A Christmas tree
w ill be set up in the Kirkhof Center
and any person or organization can
donate canned or dry goods, new
toys, new hats, gloves, scarves, or
m ittens. The donations w ill be
distributed to needy families to help
brighten their holiday season. For
eachdonation,apaper ornament will
be placed on the tree with your name
or the name o f your organization.
Donations can be dropped o ff at the
Volunteer O ffice, the Kirkhof
Center, or theDeltaZeta house. Delta
Zeta Philanthropy is sponsoring The
Giving D ee. For furtherinformation,
call Anne at x9733.

Upward Bound Food Drive
The Upward Bound Program is
coordinating a food drive for the
Hispanic Center.
Students hope to collect 2,000
pounds o f food and $2,000. The
money will be used to purchase meat
and vegetables.
The goal o f Upward Bound is to
collect enough food to feed 100
families over the Christmas holidays.
On Dec. 13 and 14, students will
conduct an o ffic e-to -o ffice
solicitation for non-perishable food
item s and to collect monetary
donations.
Food items may also be dropped
off atthe EberhardCenter, the Kirichof
Center, the Kleiner Commons, and
the Commons. Itemsmay be dropped
off at any location until Dec. 17.
Students and staffare encouraged
to donate as much as they can to help
the less fortunate in our community.
Formore information, call x3441.

^
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which displays the wine lisL However,
there are also salads and sandwiches
available, with a sandwich platter also
offered as a daily special.
“People think that they have got to
get all dressed up, or that they have to
be something special to come out here
(to The Meadows), but it’s not like
that,” said Mitteer. She added thatthe
restaurant “is very Versatile. It can
change a lot. It can change with (the
customers) who (are) here.”
Therestaurantstaffhas been Hying
to change the perception in order to
bring inmore students andotherpeople
inthecommunity.Wiltonstated.’T liis
facility wasn’tbuilt to exclude people,
but to include people.”
In October, during The Meadows
D edication W eek, an event was
planned to familiarize students with
the facilities, according to Mitteer. “We
had an ice cream social. We had ice
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cream served outside, and it was free
to any student. Only aboutthree people
showed up. We advertised it I don’t
know if students weren’taware o f it or
what”
“Another thing that we’ve been
doing to get students (to come to The
Meadows) is drink specials,” said
Mitteer. “I don’t think students know
this, but it is areally great place to go
to study. It’s very quiet It’s a very
nicejtmosphere.”
of the restaurant’s dub
to alcohol sales. “Anyone who is over
21 can be an Associate Member(ofthe
University Glib),” said Wilton, “Jt
willcostthem twodollars a year. That’s
i t In order to buy a drink (because o f
the chib license), you have to be a
member, whether B lue Card
(University Club members) or an
Associate Member. So, basically, (the
bar) is open to the public if they pay
two dollars.”
Even though the majority o f the
restaurant’spresentbusineniscomiiig

from catered group functions, Wilton
said that he it strongly dedicated to
serving the area public. The restaurant
also serves GrandValley in that ithires
only students fbrmost positions, some
on internships,
“As students, we work here,” said
M itteer, “practically running the
place.” The Meadows has hired
students from several disciplines;
nursing, education, physical therapy,
and hospitality and tourism
management majors are all represented
in the staff. “We try to incorporate
much o f what their major is into their
work," said Wilton.
“I can’t really compare (The
Meadows) to any (other restaurants),
because we serve such a variety o f
things,” stated Mitteer. “We’re not
just a steakhouse and don’t just serve
light or Italian foods.”
*
“It’s a great place to come out for
anice dinner withagirlfriendor friend,
or just to come for a drink or a quiet
place to study,” said Mitteer. “It’s a
good {dace to eat, and it’s so close.”

P o te n tia l

Six-Figure Income
OLDE Discount is looking for energetic people
to start a career in the brokerage business.
Requirements include:
College Degree
General Market Knowledge, and
Excellent Communication Skills
OLDE offers a 6 to 12 month extensive training
program, competitive salary and commission
structure as well as relocation possibilities.
Call Dan Katzman for more information:

1800 937-0606
or send resume and cover letter to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
751 Griswold Street
- Detroit, MI 48226

Am erica's Full Service Discount Broker^
Member NYSE &SIPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Looks like a
Vivarin night
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours. •
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!
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H o n o ra b le
M en tion :
Julie Butler

Thanks to

CAMERA
Center

for sponsoring The Lanthorn's
1993 photo contest!

DISCOUNTS
available for
photo das$
students
M
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Hon orab le
Mention:
Jeff Sykes

Present your
class "needs
list" when
making your
purchase!

for all your photo supplies

LOW prices &
C O N V E N IE N T
locations
1533 Wealthy
51 Monroe Mail
3150 Plainfield
2883 S Wilson. Grandvilie
2035 28th Si SE (Grand Central

Plaza)
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Lakers come together to beat Northwood in opener, 92-66
---------------------------------------------k jiK n h C N U i
Staff Writer

The Northmen climbed to within
six points midway through the fin t
period, but Alphonso Clark’s triple
gave the L iken a nine-point lead that
“Simply stated, we played an extended to a 14 point margin at
outstanding gam e,” said m en’s halftime,
basketball coach Tom Villemure o f
Clark would finish with a gameh is team ’s 92-66 thrashing o f high and career-best 17 points.
Northwood Saturday.
Underhill tallied 12, while Baker and
“The d efense, o ffen se, and Kevin Kooiker added nine apiece,
rebounding came together, and the
The Lakers showed no signs o f a
effort was fabulous,” he said. “It was letdown in the second half. The Laker
very encouraging.’’
lead varied between 12 and 16 points
The rout began five minutes into for the first half o f the period until a
the game when the Lakers w ait on a Devin Stephenson steal and ensuing
11-0 run that ended in a 23-10 lead.
dunk with 8:10 left put them up 69-52.

“Thi*
Devin’* first
fir*t game in
“This w u Devin’i
almost two years,* laid Villemure. “I
w u impressed that he played so well.”
“Our defense w u absolutely
superb,” said Villemure, who noted
that two Northwood players, Jeff
Edwardi and Kenny Houston, had hit
12 triples between them in their last
game. On Saturday, they were a
combined zero for six.
The Lakers shot 41.6 percent from
the field, compared to Northwood’*
38.2 percent. The big difference came
at the foul stripe, where Grand Valley
hit 19 o f 27 attempts. Northwood
made only seven o f 18 chances.
Villemure noted thatwhile Hunter
and Nate Vetbeek did not shoot well,
they played good defense and hit the
boards hard. Hunter finished with a
team-high nine rebounds andVerbeek,
along with Clark, Stephenson, and
Underhill, grabbed six.
According to Villem ure, the
foolish turnovers that had been
plaguing the Lakers allbut disappeared
against the Northmen.
“Except for a couple o f abort
stretches, our offensive flow and
execution w u good.”
The win gives the Lakers a 1-0
record in die conference and a 2-2
mark overall.
Theirnextactionis Thursday when
they visit Oakland. On Saturday they
travel to Hillsdale.
“Both Oakland and Hillsdale are
top team s in the leagu e,” said
Villemure, “but this win makes us
confident going on the road trip.”
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Sophomore David Porter drives around a Northwood defender in
the Lakers' 92-66 win Saturday.

cagers win opener
“They cut off some o f our fu t
break opportunities this game,” Baker
Staff Writer
Grzyb said. “That w u their weakest
The Lady Lakers welcom ed point last game. (Northwood) came
Northwood University into the Great out with better defense. We could
Lakes In tercollegiate A thletic havejumpedouttoabigger lead earlier
C onference beating them 76-60 in the game but our zone defense w u
Saturday.
not u strong u it w u lu t time. They
Thi* is the first season that were ready for it, and we had to play
Northwood h u been in the GLIAC, more person-to-person defense.”
although they have been competing
Northwood’* Lisa Cote led all
against member* o f the conference in scorers with 20, while teammate Carla
recent years. Northwood w u ranked Austin had ten.
Grand V alley was led by
tenth among the ten team conference
sophomore forward Tiffany Belden’s
in the coaches poll.
The game is significant in the 18 points. Junior forward Kathy
history o f Grand Valley’s women's Anguish added 15; sophomore center
basketball u w ell It is the fint time Sarah Jasman had 12, and senior center
since the 1988-89 season that Grand Marie Thomas scored 11 points u
Valley h u won the GLIAC opener. w ell u led all rebounders with 10.
Grand Valley w ill travel to
The Laken have lost to Oakland once,
and Lake Superior three times in put Rochester on December 9 to face
Oakland University. The Pioneers are
openers.
“We have opened against some three point shooters who like the
strong teams in the p u t,” said coach transition game as well. Baker Grzyb
Pat Baker Grzyb. “We have our first expects to see a high scoring game.
• The Lakers will then travel to
win under our belt now and that will
Hillsdale on December 11. The Lady
give us some more confidence.”
Grand Valley defeated Northwood Chargers were winners of their own
on November 27 during the Aquinas tournament. They also had a good
Tournament The Lakers prevailed in recruiting year according to Baker
Grzyb.
the fast-paced game, 96-72.
“We have better players than
In Saturday’s game, Northwood
was ready for the Lakers nin-and-gun Hillsdale, we look better on paper, and
play that gave them a 28-point lead at we should beat them,” Baker Grzyb
said.
one time during the first meeting.
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IM Scores—

by Ben Balky

Diver Angie Cript cuts through the water during the Laker Diving
CLaaic Saturday.

PhMobjrJocFud

Tankers put unbeaten
record on the line
by Jeremy KmmkU
Staff Writer
The Grand Valley swim team will
put its undefeated record on the line
this weekend as it takes on a very
tough Hope College.
Last weekend, Hope took a wellrested squad to compete in Illinois and
ended up qualifying a lot of swimmers
for nationals. "
“That was their plan, to rest them
up and get them qualified,” said Laker
coach Dewey Newsome. “They have
a ton of talent and just tremendous
depth.”
Newsome figures the Hope men
might finish third in Division ID. He
also plans on the women to finish sixth
or higher.
“They (Hope) have been building
a dynasty,” said Newsome. “The men
have been good for years. The women
have been sort of down the past few
years, but this year they’ve really
picked it up.”
Newsome doesn't figure his team
can compete with Hope at this point.
“They just have too much depth. But
we’ll rest up a bit this week, and the
meet will give a chance to see where
we are.”
However, Newsome is expecting
some great races from the meet. Grand
Valley’s men's backstroke, butterfly,
and 100 yd freestyle are all looking

strong. Derek Beyer is swimming
very well in distance; but according to
Newsome, “he’s strong wherever we
put him.”
Grand Valley' s women are looking
good in the breast stroke and sprint
freestyle, both ofwhich should be close
races. Newsome is also expecting
Erica Turnbull to get a decent time in
the butterfly.
The Lakers will also be competing
in the400yd individual medley for the
first time this year. The team had been
swimming in the 200 yd event, but
Newsome feels they need to know
how to swim the longer race.
Last weekend, GVSU scheduled
the Diving Classic with Ferris’ men
and women, and Hope's women.
Ferris, however, backed out apparently
due to personal problems within the
team.
Grand Valley’s Angie Cripe won
the 1 meter dive with ascoreof338.80.
Jeanne Dun finished fourth (212.20)
and Kathy Me Auley was fifth (205.75).
Cripe also captured the top spot in
the3 meter dive. Her score was 382.35.
D un finished third with 261.30 points
and McAuley placed fourth with
252.90.
Without Ferris at the meet. Laker
diver Dan M umbrue had no
competition. Still he scored a 422.05
in the 1 meter and 451.95 in the 3
meter.

IM Holiday Basketball
Tournament
Sunday night
Co-Rec
Beer Ice 47, GVFU 43
In the Paint 44, Flaming Balls 42
Men’s League
Playoffs B League
Racines 47, GVFU Too 29
White Rats 56, Bad News Bombers
17
Domine’s Boys 35, X-Cons 33
Three Roy and Friends 54, Racines
37
Playoffs A League
3rd Floor Kistler 53, No Name 50
GVFU 43, Squad Called Quest 34
Run-n-Guns 63, Beer 40
Retired 73, Delt Sig Posse 53
Hoops 57. GVFU 53
Deez Nutz 52,3rd Floor Kistler 44

The m en’s and women’s diving teams
host Hope College Saturday. First
race is at 3:00 pm.

This Week in G rand Valley sports:
The men’s basketball team hits the
road for GLIAC games at Oakland
University Thursday night at 7:00 p.m.
and Hillsdale College on Saturday at
3:00 pjn.
The women’s basketball travels to
GLIAC foes Oakland University this
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. and Hillsdale
College on Saturday at 1.00 pm.

The men’sand women’s indoor track
season begins Saturday in Angola,
Indiana at the Tri-State Invitational.
The meet starts at 100 pm .
Other Announcements: The Bleacher
Creatures are making a comeback. If
you or anyone you know are interested
in joining or have any questions, call
Marc Scharphom at x-3349.
Hey coaches and dubs: If you or your
club have any information you’d like
to post in the Week Ahead, call the
Lanthorn at x-2460.

Stay protected with the
RAAL Quorum 's Personal Attack Alarm
that blasts 103dB (min.) when you
simply pull the pin. Choose either the
standard or sports model Carry it to
school, the mall, the park, wherever you
go WAL lets out a ay forhelp whenever
you need it And only Quorum gives
you that kind of tech- t^nrtrrjnology and security. SdsiyU fe'
- Oanlactyour Quorum Independent I ksm bufir •

Lifeguard Protection
Greg Qesterean
4 5 7 -8 5 0 9 / 4 5 7 -5 5 5 7

mPENALTY

earn
_____
kyBwBaNty
Staff Writer

_____

Six n m e n received awards at the
post-season banquet hosted by coach
Pete Rowe.
Laker Junior K elly Beschoner
(Y ale) paced the women’s cross
country by placing sixth among 20
team s at the NCAA regional
championships. Bcschoocr’s time of
18:48 far theSKcourse,wasapenonal
bestand earned her All-Region honors.
Junior Biian Headley (Lansing/
Waverly) received the men’s “Most
OutstandingRunner Award” for 1993.
For the women, it was junior Wendi
Wahl (Owosso/ Corunna) receiving
the award.

Senior Kevin Treur (Kalamazoo/
Christian) w u rewarded for his six
improved performances by the “Mott
Improved Runner Award”
Sophomore Vicki VanSteinvoom
(Grand R apids/G randville) and
freshman Kris Brazin (L ivonia/
Churchill) shared the women’s “Mott
Improved Runner." Both runners
improved their times on seven separate
occasions.
“We have had a promising season,"
said Rowe. “The women showed very
strongly, andthe men produced several
bright spots. We will only graduate
two seniors from both teams this year
so our continuity o f success should be
very smooth. I am looking forward to
more improvement and much more
success.”

D ear S anta,

leers: power over finesse
byMkeAnaey
S taff W riter

Power triumphed over finesse
Saturday night, as the Laker hockey
team picked up another win this
weekend, skating past Lawrence Tech
8-4.
“I felt we outplayed them,” said
Gary LaFond. “We’ve played them in
years past They were tougher than
they were before, their goaltending
was a little weaker. I think that gaveus
the edge.”
Grand Valley’s Chris Somm had a
big night, sewing three goals for a hat
trick and picking up two assists.
The Lakers racked up 21 penalty
minutes, as compared to Tech’s 16.
Between the two, they amassed 21
totalpenalty minutes in the thirdperiod
alone.
Credit J.T. Titus for making good
useof the penalty box. Late in the third
period, Titus butt ended Lawrence
Tech’s Jeff Fedorinchik in front o f the
Tech net. After the pile was separated
and the gloves picked up, Titus was hit
with a game misconduct penalty,
making him ineligible to play in the
next game January 14 against Notre
Dame.

In addition to Scrum’s hat trick,
Brent LaFond, Mike Joseph, Ryan
Johnson, Steve Bannatyne, and Jamie
Grant all found the net for the Lakers.
Dale W altz went the distance
between the pipes, stopping 25 o f 29
shots and shutting LTU out in the third
period, turning away 1 1 shots.
“They looked a little more finessed
than we were, but we beat them, so our
game was abit better than theire,” said
LaFond.
The Lakers take their 4-2 record
on the road after the break, when they
travel to South Bend, Indiana to take
on Notre Dame for two games on
January 14 and 15.________________

All I want for Christmas is a new
pair of basketball shoes. These good
little boys and girls at Grand Valley
deserve some things too.
To Eric Lynch, former Grand
Valley nmningback: a chance to play
for the Lions. If they can’t find room
for him backing up Derrick Moore,
perhaps they could use him at
quarterback. Hmm.
To Brian Kelly: a commitment
from his players to bust theircollective
butts next season andbring home some
hardware to display in the Fieldhouse.
To the Recreational Facilities
Planning Com m ittee: the quick
approval o f the plans to improve the
Fieldhouse.
To Leroy Hackley: IM players
respecting officials andofficials taking
the time to at least listen the players
concerns during the games.
To the Detroit Pistons: okay, they
have no Grand Valley ties, but the

GVSU

BACKPACKING CLUB

Valley pitcher: another great season
with the Pittsburgh Pirates and a
successful benefit basketball game at
Aquinas College this Sunday at 3:00
pjn. to raise money for God’s Garage,
a charity he helped create for Grand
Rapids innercity youth.
To Marc Scharphom: success in
his effort to bring bade the Bleacher
Creatures.
To the GLIAC conference:
becoming the host conference for the
NCAA basketball championships.
To the crew club and coach Brad
Holdren: lifetime exemption from ever
having to row in Ohio ever again.
To the men’s and women’s soccer
teams: A varsity soccer program. I
may not be the biggest soccer fan on
campus, but both teams have proven
that they deserve to become a varsity
sport
Finally to every sports nut gym rat
and critic at Grand Valley: enjoyment
and entertainment from the spoits they
love to watch or play. That’s what
makes sports worth playing.
Merry Christmas to all, and to all a
good rim shaking, crowd rocking, in
your face, around the world jam.
Ho, ho, ho.

perfect replacement for Bill Laimbeer
is Bryant “Big Country” Reeves. He
looks like he can’t play worth a lick,
but he kicks butt game in and game
out.
To the men’s basketball team:
continued
im provem ent and
continuity. By the end ofthe year, this
team will turn some heads.
To the women’s basketball team:
Ditto. Don’t nun your heads on them
either.
To the scorers' table at the
basketball games: something other
than trendy music from the last two
years to play during timeouts. Ihavee
copy o f Rockm-roll part two (the
original Doctor Who song) if you like.
To the hotkey club: continued
success and abetter time to play games
other than the middle o f the night
To the wrestling club: plenty of
interest in the club to ih ow Dr.
Kovalchikthathewas wrongfor cutting
the program.
To Dr. Kovalchik: a chance to
reinstate the wrestling program.
To the Meadows go lf course:
plenty o f sun this spring and green
grass on the fairways.
To Mark Dewey, former Grand

WE

DELIVER

If it’s Chinese you want
It’s Chinese w e’ve got

Grand River
Garden

*

677-1137
6-10 Tuesday - Saturday
‘till 6 pm Sundays

University area only

i

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
to all G.V.S.U. students!
Study hard for exams and
don’t drink & drive!
G R A N D V A LLEY A PA R T M EN T S
Allendale, Michigan
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by Cory D. Oben
Suff Writer

Put on your flannel <hiiU and bust
outyour combat boots Md get ready to
explore »ome alternative *pots in Grind
Rapids.
Staiting off the week is Dick’s
Resort They changed Monday night
to Alternative Nation: “If it’s not top
40, you’ll hear it here.” It’s 19 and
over so no youngsters please. They do
have $ 1 30 pitchers and it’s happy
hourallnightlong. It’s a good place to
be to start up your week!
Next on the agenda is Raggs to
Riches. They have a total of four
alternative nights for your enjoyment.
Monday and Thursday nights are D J .
o riented w hile W ednesday and
Saturday nights are live band
alternative evenings. I saw Verve Pipe
there last Wednesday, the stage setup
is great and the atmosphere is pretty
relaxing. They’ve got a couple pool
tables and some televisions for some
different recreational purposes while
you’re drinking. Cover is only $3 and
designated non-drinking drivers can
get a free pop. If you are drinking,

Greatest
hypnotist
on earth
byGregBaraes
__________ Suff Writer__________
{*.»

The promenade deck wasjammed
by eight thirty. Every seat in the place
was taken. The tension was beginning
to mount in anticipation of the self
proclaimed "greatest hypnotist on
earth.”
Crammedintoa barely breathable
space directly in front of the stage, I
saw the man of the evening. From his
appearance, one might think Tom
Deluca was just another "Joe.” This
particular "Joe,” however, has his
master's degree in psychology, and
over the years has gained national
recognition in such publications as
People Magazine, and Entertainment
weekly.
He was as cool as he was confident,
and it was soon clear why. Deluca
stunned the crowd with mind reading
tricks thatkeptthecrowdinasuspended
state of awe. A narrated slide show of

* t||

Photo by Erik HolUcUy

Raggs is the home of the famous Hairy
Buffalo, sixty ounces of pure
enjoyment Try one of those some
time!__________________________

strange and unusual road signs,
showcased Deluca’s comedic talent
and intelligence.
Roughly halfway through the
show, Deluca chose twenty students
by Joshua J.Mikrut I
Suff Writer
who volunteered to come up on stage
to be hypnotized. Among the twenty,
The Addams Family, America's
ten of them were actually able to be
fully hypnotized. Deluca then began favorite dysfunctional family, has
returned in their second movie-length
to work his magic.
His suggestive powers had them release entitled Addams Family Values.
The family becomes an even larger
changing shoes, afraid of scampering
rodents, and terrified of the ever-so-,. genetic pool of homicide due to the
dangerous deadly badger. In some addition of M orticia and Gomez
cases those who were under Delucas's Addams’ third child. After discarding
power felt compelled to lie, unable to the name Agony for their child, they
speak, one even called himself Batman. settle on Pubert Pubert? What the hell
The regression to their childhoods, kind of name is that?
In this movie the impossible
however, is what stole the show.
They divulged their innermost happens: Uncle Fester (played by
childhood wishes for such things as Christopher Lloyd) falls in love with
frozen waffles, rice crispy treats, and Pubert’s nanny. The nanny, Debbie
Tonka trucks. Many o f their childhood J a]inski, is only interested in Fester for
heroes were also made known to the his money. She marries him, then tries
tune of Scoobie Doo, the Fonz, and the to kill him. Kill an Addams who loves
hecklers from the Muppet Show. The everything about pain and death?
energy in the room was bursting, as Farfetched, I agree, but Debbie is a
Delucahadthemslammingtoatechno ’ blonde.
After realizing what Debbie is up
dance beat to close the show. It
capped off an amazing night of to, Wednesday Addams (played by
hysterical laughter,andagreatrapport, Christina Licci) is sent to summer camp
with her brother, Pugsley. Homicidal
Deluca shared with the audience.
This man is a pure entertainer. maniacs at a summer camp with the
What’s great about the show is that it spawn of high society. Sound like an
will be back again next year.

Suff Writer
Everybody’s seen a late night talk
show before, whether it was David
Letterman, Jay Leno, or Arsenio Hall.
After all, what else is on late at night?
But now, there's another late talk show
running on MTV that sets a precedent
in this generric area of entertainment
In abuisness w hae every nighttime
talk show is the same as the other. The
Jon Stewart Show sticks o u t Stewart
doesn't spend half his show on an
opening m onologue about the
misgivings of politics. He heartily
despises such bland attempts atcomedy.
Sometimes his monologues are the
ruZyetfofhis spontaneous off-the-card

band or some new alternative music
playing overhead, with all kinds of
people roaming around. Looking for
something new? Try some of the Skull

The Addams Family returns!

Illegitimate son of Carson?
by Joshua J. Mikrut I

Feel like getting a real experience
in pure alternative life? Then head
down to Division where the Reptile
House is located. They’ll have a live

beer that’s featured there. It's great
goin’ down with interesting effects the
day after. Cofhplete with a mosh pit,
pool table, and a full bar, it turns out to
be a great hang-out!
The newly-remodeled Intersection
comes in next with basically a whole
week of Alternative enjoyment. Beer
specials are number one here and the
crowd arrives early. Combining five
bands with a request-taking D J., the
Intersection makes a nice 'alteriiiative'
option.
Finishing up the Alternative club
scene is Aftershock. This place really
starts hopping around 11pm, but has
drink specials starting early. From 79pm there are fifty cent drafts, 9- 10pm
are severity-five cent drafts, and 1011pm are do liar drafts. Thereisatw odollar cover charge that’s also good
for JR . Dillon’s, agreat, foot-stompin’,
yehawin' country bar, and the Anchor,
an excellent drinking bar right across
the street There's a big dance floor
with a ton of loud music; a supreme
time!
To sum things up, Grand Rapids
really is a good (dace to experiment in
the alternative scene. From Aftershock
to the Reptile, you can’t go wrong.
Your life just won’t be complete if you
don't try all of these places!

host from the audience, and he's been
on a live blind date while on the air.
Anything to entertain his viewers.
Most of the musical guests on The
Jon Stewart Show usually lean towards
the alternative side. Concrete Blonde,
Natalie Merchant, and The Breeders
have all appeared. But metal bands
like White Zombie have performed, as
well as rap groups such as Run D.M.C.
This show, in all of its stunning
originality, will relieve youof the sense
of repetition you’veprobably acquired
from major network late shows. The
Stewart show airs before all the big
network guys at ten till ten thirty every
weeknightonMTV So check it out—
if you have cable.________________

L

with one of your younger siblings,
they may pick up some bad habits from
it.
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W RITING CONTEST!
Playboy's College Fiction
Contest. Submit an original,
unpublished story. Maximum
length: 25pages (double spaced).
Contest is open to all university
students, regardless o f age.
Deadline is January 1st, 1994.
Send your manuscript and a 3" X
3" card with your name, address,
telephone number and college
affiliation to: Playboy College
Fiction Contest, 680 N. Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611.

THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT

$1.75 12oz. drafts

W

$1.75 12oz. drafts

NO COVER WITH COLLEGE ID

sun

jokes.
And, of course, Stewart has his
v c
u b
second hand man, who is definitely no
TA N N IN G
SALO N
Ed McMahon or Paul Shafer. He has a
433
STAN
DALE
PLAZA
NW
man known simply as “Howard” do his
introductions. Howard looks like a
4 5 3 -5 5 3 0
man who has spent the better part of his
life in various padded rooms.
And the features on this show put
top ten lists to shame. Stewart has had
(GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT!!)
people come on stage to eat the brains I
of a cow and there've been masked
Expires 1/31/94
I Valid only with coupon
men who come on stage to do prank
phone calls. Stewart has pulled a co

P

interesting situation?
It is.
M urderously so. It’ll kill you.
Espescially after Wednesday becomes
the second Addams in the movie to fall
in love. She even kisses a boy.
But, as much as ridiculous humor
is something I love to hate, this movie
cracked me up. Thepotentially horrific
characters were portrayed psychotic
eriicnigh to make them funny. T
The only thing I disliked about
Addams Family Values was that the
beginning moved way too quickly. I
was ready for a drawn out exposition
o f what was to happen in the movie,
and I g ot lost in the shuffle.
Organization was out the window.
But the movie settled down to a
usual pace and when I left the theater,
I was pleased. Addams Family Values
was an excellent comedy-it was the
type of movie you’d see with your kid
brother. Although if you do see this

4 VISITS FOR $10.00

THURSDAY N IG H TS
A T JO SE S SOUTH
1820
44TH STREET
Spcc/dt p i icing to r « om dn onl\
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by Tiffany Freeman
Suff Writer
Sometimes two isn’t better than
one.
The author of the latest Star Trek:
Deep Space Nine novel, is actually a
husband and wife writing team.
Unfortunately, this team has not
discovered how to collaborate.
The Big Game, like most Star Trek
novels, has two concurrently running
plot lines. The first story focuses on a
poker game hosted by Quark, the space
station's resident Ferengi and profit
monger. The other story traces system
malfunctions to a game played outside

the station in which the lives of
mysterious creatures are at stake.
Both plot lines had potential, but
the writers couldn’t create the tension
needed to make either story interesting.
For example, a murder takes place
at the poker game. Instead of hiding
the murderer’s identity, the authors
reveal the killer immediately. Most of
the time is spent describing the card
game and the hands of each player.
This becomes boring and tedious.
There are also inexcusable errors
that surface throughout the novel.
Dr. Bashir plays at the card game,
then suddenly vanishes. Did he drop
out because of a medical emergency?

The novel never explains his absence.
Furthermore, the officers seem to step
in and out of character throughout the
book.
Still, the worst mistake in The Big
Game is the attempt to incorporate
characters that originally appeared in
Star Trek: The Next Generation. The
nam e-dropping is contrived and
impedes the ability for DS9 to stand on
its own merits.
Hopefully, since Star Trek novels
are written by a variety of authors, the
editors will find new writers who can
capture the excitement of the series
and who haveafeelforthepersonalities
of the main characters.

The Week Ahead
. On Campus
Dec. 9 Symphonic Wind Ensemble and Concert Band, Samuel
McDhagga, conductor. Free. Louis Armstrong Theatre, Calder Fine Arts
Center.
Dec. 6-10 W here Land M eets Water, a two woman show by Christina
Lloyd and Kimberly Angel at the Calder Fine Arts Gallery.
Dec. 9&11 Cinema Tech presents the film The Bicycle Thief, which will
be shown on the9th at 11 am, Portside, Kirkhof Center, and on the 11 th at 7pm,
Mainsail, KC.
Off Campus
Dec.9-12 The Grand Rapids Balletand the G rand Rapids Symphony
present The N utcracker at DeVos Hall. Tickets for students are $11 while
balcony seats are just $6. The regular price for adults is $14. Call454-4771.

242 industrializes GR
by Cory D. Olsen
Staff Writer
242! 242! 242! The chant was
miraculous. Everyone shoving their
fists skyward. This was almost a
ritualistic following. There is a special
breed of people that follow Front 242,
and I was proud to be a part of that
heritage.
The first thing I have to say is who
is Ethyl Meatplow? I didn’t find their
music to be very entertaining or visually
acceptable. One guy on stage was
yanking on the microphone chord in
suggestive ways, and the singer looked
posessed. Everyone has their own
style, I guess.
Then the real performers went on.
A plethora o f lights everywhere,
reflecting off of large staffs on either
side of the stage, shooting light beams
at everyone.
Front242, consisting o f Daniel B.,
Patrick Codenys, Jean-Luc DeMeyer,
Richard Jonckheere, and John Dubs,
came out and wowed every individual
in thecrowd. Theirextreme bass, raging
keyboards, pounding drums, and
piercing vocals were enough to turn
anyone into a moshing, jumping fool,
tool.

East on Lake Michigan Dr.
Near Downtown Grand Rapids

Featuring:
MALE & FEMALE
EXOTIC DANCERS
FEMALE
Mon-Thurs Noon-2AM
Friday - Sat Noon - 7PM
|2 0 - 30 Feamie Exotics Continuous
Wednesday - Amatuer Night
40 Dancers
MALE
Fri & Sat
9PM - 2AM
Bachelorette, Birthday,
Sorority Parties, and any
Occasion.
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IT ’S
ALTERNATIVE NATION
YOU C A N T STOP IT WITH A GUN,
YOU CAN'T HIT IT WITH A CAR
~ $1.50 PITCHERS & HAPPY.
- HOUR PRICES ALL NITE!
PUTTING NEW WAX IN YOUR
EAR EVERY MONDAY,
ALTERNATIVE NATION, MORE
FUN THAN A HAMMER FIGHT!
19 TO ENTER

TIME WARP TUESDAYS
RETRO 70'S & 80'S MUSIC
70'S DRINK PRICES
21 & OVER PLEASE

They played selections from quite
a few o f their albums such as:
Tyrraruiy: For You, Up E vil, and
Geography. Each work was performed
with intensity, the only way these guys
know how to perform.
I interviewed Codenys, 242's
keyboardist, at the soundcheck the
afternoon o f the concert. He seemed
happy to be playing in the States but
appeared a little worn o u t “I think that
our type of music is still very difficult
to be tran slated to m ainstream
American audiences,” Patrick stated
about their appearence at Lollapalooza,
“There were fans in the first row and
some curious people, but the majority
of the crowd wasn’t ready for our kind
of music." The reactions from other
bands was rather good though. “Layne
(Stanley) from Alice in Chains came
and sang on R eligion every day
almost... the reactions were very
positive, some (band members) were
into it, which is really weird.”
The concert was great and I think
that everyone thatwenthadanexcellent
time. Front242 had us in the palm of its
hand, shaking us profusely. Oh, and to
all of you who went to the concert, yes,
I caught Dubs’ drum stick!

IT'S
UNIVERSITY OF DICK ’S
BRING YOUR STREAKER HAVIN'
CAMPUS ON IN FOR A NITE OF

DICK’S RESORT
2120 28TH STREET SE

IMMENSE & UN-ADULTERATED
! MADNESS/ $1.50 PITCHERS
$1.00 DRAFTS/SHOT SPECIALS
ALL NITE/ 19 & CLOTHED TO
ENTER PLEASE
M
M
HAPPY HOUR 5-8/ HAPPY
HOUR PRICES ALL NITE &
VALET PARKING/ 21 TO ENTER

YOUR FAVORITE TUNES, VALET
PARKING & TONS OF CLASS
21 & OVER PLEASE

Winter excitement

in your boots, dow nhill skiing
doesn’t discriminate.
*7 GwI
Stiff Writer
Price! I know whatyou must be
thinking, it costs a fortune right?
W inter.Tom oat people it means Wrong! On some days local resorts
the end o f outdoor activity. N ot at have lift tickets and ski rental for as
all. Outdoor excitement ia alive and little as ten dollars per person. You
well. I can aum it up for you in two can’t match that deal anywhere!
words: pw e adrenaline.
If you're looking for pure
W hether plunging down black exictem ent, som e o f th e m ost
diam ond^ mastering the moguls, or happening places to be on weekend
conquering die bunny hill, downhill w inter nights are in the lodges ju st
skiing haa something for everyone.
o ff the slopes. One word o f caution
Imagine younelf flying through however— snow and alcohol don’t
a ‘run’ thirty miles an hour, wind mix, so ski smart!
A ll o f these things are great, but
pounding, snow blinding, your life
in your hands. You’re strapped into the best thing about the sport is what
a support system anchored by skis I call “the great escape.” When the
some eight feet long by two to three pressures of schoolorthejobbecome
inches wide. Scary thought isn’t it? too much to handle, staring down
Hellyes it’s scary! And that’s exactly the face o f a ski run has a certain
why m illions o f people do it each appeal to i t
year.
C urrently all o f M ichigan’s
Now really, it’s not as crazy as resorts are feverishly making snow
it sounds. Ask anyone who skies, to ready their trails for the weekend
they’ll te ll you that the biggest cravers. So take your pick o f any of
obstacle to overcome is your own the surrounding ski lodges, whether
Iear.O nceyou'vebrokenyourlegsa local favorites at Cannonsburg or
coupleoftim esyou’llgetthebangof B ittersw eet or the more advanced
runs at Surgariosi or Crystal. They
it!
Skiingis the reason many people sm sureto satisfy your early season
ook forw ard to w inter, and why craving for winter excitement.
I 'll be back after Christm as
not? Look a t all that skiing o ffers.:
First o f all, any good resort w ill break (Yes!) w ithreportson carving
have runs specifically groomed for conditions on every trail from the
all skill levels. So whether you're a Boynes to B ittersw eet Have a good
thrasher, or learning how to stand up one!

You'll laugh again ! You'll hurl a g a in ''’

W AYNE*

Verve Pipe: going for national recognition
byCaryD.Ofem

Staff Writer

Finally some local favorites have
h ititb i|. Verve Pipe is ready to take on
the world!
V erve Pipe, a local favorite,
consists o f Brian V anderA rk-lead
vocal* and guitar, A J. D unning-lead
guitar. Brad V andsrA ik-bats guitar, off o f their first album. People were
singing and w iving their arms around,
and Don Brown-drums.
The band’s fin t album. I’ve a it was a warm experience.
”1 think feat in five y ean we’ll
Suffered a Head Injury, has sold
thousands o f copies and is still goinp probably havethree more albumsunder
our b elt,” Brian said, “and w e’ll
strong. “I think that this (new) album u
by for better than the fu st album,” definitely be nationwide to the point
Brian stated, "I was a bit worried about where we can headline and draw a
die different styles but I think that large number o f people.”
There’s no codrinds involved.
everyone w ill like it a lo t”
Pipe'spopularity also continues to It’s all a sincere, musical drive that
grow also. They competed in Sound helps them fulfill their destiny: global
Check, a national contest to find the recognition through superior musical
best band in the country. They moved achievement
The Pipe plays extrem dy well to
up in the contest by winning the
the d u b audience. The “no barriers”
M idwest regional final. Then
T h e

S9S-2460
Jobs & Monov

For Sale

M a n a g e m e n t O p p o rtu n itie s :
A rthur V icto r Painting, In c. is
searching fo r ambitious students ‘
to f i l l su m m e r m a n ag e m en t
positions throughout the M idwest.
C o m p le te tr a in in g and fie ld
support. H igh income potential.
1-800-775-4745._______________

Brown L eather D uster: W esternstyle trenchcoat, large. Excellent
condition. S3DOO.B.O. C all 7332168.__________________________

I K A \ 1 I A H i<() \ I ) .ii,.l \\ ( )K k

M ake up to $2,000-54,000+/m o.
, te a c h in g b a s ic c o n v e r s a tio n a l
| E nglish abroad. Japan, Taiwan A
S. K o re a .
M an y e m p lo y e rs
provide room A board + other
benefits. No teaching background
I or A sian languages required! For
info, call: (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5623._________________ _______

WHOOPI
GOLDBERG

D ire C om puter, O ceanic, brand
new , n ev er used. P aid $500,
asking $400 or best offer. Call
B rian, 455-1460.____________ __
P o n tiac 1988 F iero - w hite, 5speed, 4 cyl., 30 MPG, AM/FM
cassette. 76,000 m iles. $3,300.
895-3478._____________________
Com puter Apple lie with software,
color m onitor and Im ageW riter
printer. $500 or best offer. Call
B rian, 455-1460.
M ountain Bike, T rek 930, blue,
lik e new . $300 or best offer. Call
B rian, 455-1460.
F o r s a le :
M a c in to s h SE ,
Im ageW riter II printer. Best offer
by D ec em b e r 2 1 st. C a ll Jan
B rashler at X3730.

CASH for COLLEGE. 900,000
’ grants available. No repayment,
[ ever. Q ualify immediately. Call
1-800-243-2435.

GERONIMO

%

-A n A m erican Le g e n d -

H g jU

TOMBERENGER JEFF DANIELS
MARTIN SHEEN

fiTTYSBURf,
CALL TH E M O VIE HOTLINE
FOR THE LATEST IN TITLES AND SHOWnMES

,

533-3760

Use your college I.D. for stu dent discounts
E w r tn a a l & o o (m m

$UX>)vMaUnaem $ 4 0 0

(m m > 5 0 $ )

effect gets a bond going w ith all
ookmking spectators. Their music
mixes well live, too. A J. rips out
chords and riffs while Brian projects
his vocal talents to the crowd. There’s
no shortage of bottom either, Brad
pulls out an awesome bass line while
Don thumps his rhythmic drumming
home. These four guys really know
how to perform.
:
U pcom ing fo r th e ban d are
numerous dub dates and an all ages
disk release party at the State Theatre
on December 9 in Kalamazoo. Their
new album , Pop Smear w ill be
highlighted at the party. From what I
heard when I spoke w ith them at the
recording studio, the new m aterial
sounds exceQent Another classic for
the collection.
This is Ike bandtosee,sodon’tlet
your opportunities slip by. When (and
I will say when) these guys are number
one, you will be able to say that you
saw them way back when.

I a m l h o r n

N ow H irin g : M cD o n ald 's o f
H udsonville/A llendale. Prem ium
pay fo r O p en ers and C lo sers.
Apply at desired location or call
669-1437 or 895-4003.

wain 2

triumphed over The FatJames Band in
Dallas to win the national contest.
Japan was next where they competed
against band* from all over the world.
I w ent to a few d u b shows and the
reaction they got from the crowd was
phenomenal! I could n a |y tell that
the band waspteased when they played

MC SPORTING GOODS is now
h irin g
o u tg o in g , e n e rg e tic
in d iv id u a ls fo r v ario u s r e ta il
positions at our Kentwood store.
| P ositions available include Ski
Shop Sales, C ashier, Exercise, etc.
Retail experience is preferred but
not required. Apply in person at
our store at 3160 28th St. SE.

Travel
'SK: Spring B reak , March 5-12.
W in te r P a r k , C O , c o m p le te
package from S442 pp - rail/condo/
lift tickets. Call Carlson Travel
N etw o rk at 616-8 4 6 -6 4 2 0 for
details. Lim ited space.

C A F E NUIT
G rand Vallay's own
coffee house
Join u t on Sundays from 7-10
pm in dow nstairs Kirkhof.
If you ara intsrastad in
performing musically,
artistically or in soma other
way. call SOVC (895-2363)
for more info. And as always,
FREE COFFEE!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS !•

Room m ate w anted to take over
le ase at G ran d V a lle y A p a rt
m e n ts .$ 1 9 7 .5 0 + u tilitie s fo r
w inter sem ester. C all Rob at 8925516.__________________________
D u p lex for re n t n e a r G V SU .
A vailable now for 4 students. Two
bedrooms, finished basem ent, on
lake. $590/month + utilities. Call
457-9569 for inform ation.
Fem ale roommate needed to share
2-bedroom m obile home, 1/4 mile
from cam pus, Q uiet, non-sm oker.
$180/m o.+ l/3 utilities. C all 8959443.______________ ___________
M o b ile h o m e fo r s a le in
K n o llw o o d E s ta te s .
14X 65
R iviera, 3 bedroom s, 2 full baths.
Appliances, shed. Good condition.
Book appraisal - $7900, asking
$6000 or reasonable offer. 8959328.__________________________
F em ale ro o m m ate w an ted for
w inter sem ester. 2 bedroom /2
b a th ro o m .
$ 1 7 0 m o n th ly +
utilities, 2 m iles from cam pus.
New - Universal Tow nhouses on
Film ore. Call 669-7698.

Housing

R oom m ate w anted: S p acio u s,
m o d e rn , fu rn ish e d ap a rtm e n t.
Near GVSU. $200/m onth. N on
smoking. Ryan, 892-5376.

Fem ale room m ate needed to share
3-bedroom upper in furnished NW
G ra n d R a p id s h o m e .
O n ly
$133.34/m onth plus f u t i l i t i e s .
Own room , o ff-stree t parking.
A vailable now! Call 458-9018.

R o o m m ate n ee d ed :
M ale or
female. Beginning Jan. 1st. SE
Grand Rapids house. $175/m onth
includes everything except phone
& cable. Call 458-4046.

R oom m ate w anted, own room,
non-smoker, male or female, $ 160/
month plus utilities. Rich Street
A partm ents. 892-5412.
F e m a le
ro o m m a te
n e e d ed .
O aktree A partm ents in Hudsonville for $125/m o. + 1/4 utilities.
If interested call 669-9255.
Fem ale room m ate needed. Grand
Rapids NE side. $200 per month +
h alf utilities. Own room furnished
o r u n fu rn is h e d .
Im m e d ia te
occupancy. Call Stephanie at 3659869 or leave message at 7844234,_________________________
Fem ale room m ate needed to share
2-bedroom, Grand Valley Apts, for
w inter sem ester. Rent: $206/
m o.-futilities. Call 895-6991.
Room m ate wanted. Own room ,
non-sm oker, male or female, close
to campus. Rent is $160 + utilities.
892-5412._____________________
2 bedroom , furnished, like new,
country setting, cul-de-sac road.
$440/m onth + deposit. C all 6772781.

Misc.
Wanted: Someone to w ordprocess
my term papers. Please call Ryan,
892-5376._____________________
A tte n tio n F e m a le s!
E x o tic
dancing by Mark. Call 732-2968.

Personals
GW M lo o k in g fo r a c a rin g ,
m o n o g am o u s r e la tio n s h ip or
strong friendship. W rite to PO
Box 513, A llendale, Ml. 49401.
Big: Six more months and three
more days til we can start the rest
o f our lives. Love, L.B.

RIVIERA MOTEL
4350 Remembrance Road, NW

4 5 3 -2 4 0 4
Featuring Cable TV with HBO,
O ff Seaton Rates Available

4
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TwoLocations to Serve You with Fast,
Efficient Electronic Scanning Buyback.
U N I V E R S IT Y

soi m r njuxM * brand rahm . mi wool

K irkhof Center
(low er level)
D ecem ber i3 -1 7
M on-Fri 9am -6pm

os

Eberhard Center Lobby
December 13-17
Mon-Thurs 10am-8pm
Friday 9am-4pm

•oTJ
n i

